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Abstract

In this paper, we analyze long-term changes in dialect vocabulary. By analyzing the age difference of 140 years and the regional difference of 27 survey points, we will examine historical change and geographical spread over the 250 years since the compilation of a dialect glossary. First, we present the distribution of eight representative words according to the traditional method of linguistic geography. After that, we present comprehensive maps and graphs of the entire 406 words in order to grasp the general pattern of regional and age differences. Furthermore, multivariate analysis (MCA) is applied and the meanings of the axes produced by it are analyzed for the dimension of person (respondent) and the dimension of word (vocabulary). In the dimension of person, the magnitude of the age difference was confirmed in the data as a whole. Before WWII there was a large regional difference, but now the age difference has become larger. It was possible to demonstrate the double concentric distribution, that is, a regional concentric distribution under the national concentric distribution. In the dimension of word, the process of standardization and the regression of antiquated forms were confirmed. From pre-modern times to the present, most of the words show a process of disappearance, but some dialectal forms continue to
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increase even today. The words that match the colloquial and slang in Tokyo are expected to survive. In conclusion, this study will contribute to the expansion and development of dialectometry.
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**ANÁLISIS MULTIVARIANTE DE GEOGRAFÍA Y EDAD EN EL LÉXICO DIALECTAL**

— **ANÁLISIS INTEGRAL OF 250 AÑOS DE CAMBIO LINGÜÍSTICO** —

**Resumen**

En este artículo, analizamos los cambios producidos a largo plazo en el léxico dialectal. Al analizar la diferencia de edad de 140 años y la diferencia regional de 27 puntos de la encuesta, examinamos el cambio histórico y la distribución geográfica durante los 250 años que han transcurrido desde la compilación de un glosario de dialectos. En primer lugar, presentamos la distribución de ocho palabras representativas según el método tradicional de la geografía lingüística. A continuación, presentamos mapas y gráficos completos de un total de 406 palabras para comprender el patrón general de diferencias regionales y de edad. Además, se aplica el análisis multivariante (MCA) y se analizan los significados de los ejes producidos por él para la dimensión de la persona (encuestado) y la dimensión de la palabra (léxico). En la dimensión de la persona, el valor de la diferencia de edad se ha confirmado en el conjunto de los datos. Antes de la Segunda Guerra Mundial había una gran diferencia regional, pero ahora la diferencia de edad se ha incrementado. Se ha podido demostrar la distribución concéntrica doble, es decir, una distribución concéntrica regional bajo la distribución concéntrica nacional. En la dimensión de la palabra, se ha confirmado el proceso de estandarización y de regresión de formas anticuadas. Desde la época premoderna hasta la actualidad, la mayoría de las palabras muestran un proceso de desaparición, pero algunas formas dialectales continúan aumentando incluso en la actualidad. Se espera que sobrevivan las palabras que coinciden con la variedad coloquial y el argot de Tokio. En resumen, este estudio contribuye a la expansión y desarrollo de la dialectometría.
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1. Research history of dialect vocabulary

1.0 Regional and age differences in modern Japan

In this study, we try to comprehensively grasp the dialect situation based on a dialect glossary compiled 250 years ago. By dividing the data into the dimension of person (geography and age) and the dimension of word, we were able to grasp the dynamics of dialects over 250 years. We made comprehensive maps and summary graphs, and compared them with individual dialect maps to grasp the entire distribution of all 406 words in the Shonai district, Japan. The age difference was large in the past, and now the regional difference has become larger. Renovation in the central cities and relic forms in the surrounding area were observed. In the following, cross-references will be used for easier understanding.

1.1 Research history of language change

Research on language change in progress has become popular since the proposal of the variation theory of sociolinguistics. It was pointed out that not only age difference (apparent time) but also difference in survey time (real time) is important (Labov 1972, Chambers & Trudgill 1980), and memory of the past (memory time) can be utilized for investigating language usage (Long 2007, Inoue 2017.5). Follow-up studies of past surveys have been widely executed (Chambers et al. 2002, Sankoff 2006). Decline in vocabulary has always occurred in history throughout the world, and the accumulation of research supporting this is enormous. They show the trend of convergence, while the trend of divergence (new dialect), the opposite concept, is hard to ascertain through research (Inoue 1986.6, 1993.2, 2010.7, 2010.12, 2016.8).

Since large-scale surveys were conducted in Japan shortly after the war, various real-time research results were produced in the form of follow-up surveys. Research that takes into account time differences and regional differences is also extensive. There are regional-scale studies based on repeated surveys of linguistic geography, and national-
scale studies based on LAJ (Linguistic Atlas of Japan) (Onishi ed. 2017). Regional differences are still noticeable among the elderly in the 21st century. However, according to a nationwide survey of junior high school students in the late 20th century, most of the regional differences have already diminished, and nearly 90% of the young respondents have the ability to use standard language (Inoue 2011.1, Yarimizu 2017).

The retreat of dialects and the reduction of regional differences have been mainly examined in dialect maps and age-based graphs. The glottogram, which shows geography and age in one graph, was developed in Japan and applied to various geographic areas (Inoue 2017.8, 2019.12, Tsuzome 2012), and is spreading to Asia (Li 2014, Ang 2019, Huang 2019). See Inoue (2001.2), Yarimizu (2007, 2017), and Hanzawa (2018) for the history of research using glottograms and computational dialectology. Hanzawa (2017, 2020) repeated glottogram surveys in the same geographical area, and confirmed not only the later younger generations adopting new dialect, but also the middle age generation (who were the younger generation in the former survey) adopting the new dialect later in life. It is a lifelong change, and it demonstrates late adoption of new dialect by combining apparent time and real time.

According to the result of application of the multivariate analysis to the glottogram survey, age difference and regional difference appeared as two dimensions. In a certain size (distance), regional differences work larger than age differences (Inoue 2001.2, Yamashita & Hanzawa 2010). However, since the end of the 20th century, the standard language has spread among the younger generation, and the age difference has become remarkable as a whole.

The glottogram is an effective technique to see the competition of regional differences and age differences. The limit of the glottogram was that it is usually applied to linear regions. However, in order to overcome this limit, there was an attempt at a three-dimensional glottogram (Inoue 2003.7). There was also an attempt to show two parallel glottograms side by side (Honda 2005). There is also a technique to display a large number of complicated glottograms vertically and horizontally (Tsuzome 2012, Inoue 2017.8, Hanzawa 2020). An attempt to create a 3D graph by combining the 2D geographical surface and age axis was also presented (Huang 2019), and the technique of rotating the Figure to make it look three-dimensional was applied (Hidaka 2019). The
present paper is another attempt to overcome the weakness of the glottogram by applying it to the two-dimensional surface of the Shonai district and by representing a three-dimensional age pillar map to add the age difference.

1.2 From individual word history to comprehensive study

In the study of traditional linguistic vocabulary, researchers were interested in individual phenomena. Attempts to apply quantitative methods to analyze large amounts of data appeared at the last quarter of the 20th century (Heeringa 2004, Heeringa & Nerbonne 2001, Jeszenszky et al. 2019). These are called dialectometry. The vocabulary as an aggregate was processed (Goebel 2010, Nerbonne 2009, Nerbonne et al. 2005, Yarimizu et al. 2004, Aurrekoetxea et al. 2017). This trend has increased the momentum of research aimed at regularity, lawfulness, generalization and universality. This paper is one stage of an attempt to further develop the quantitative dialectical research.

The study of vocabulary (words) is often executed individually. The expression “Every word has its own history” is famous in dialectology. This expression does not belong to Jules Gilliéron, the founder of linguistic geography. According to Bloomfield (1933: 328, 520, 533), the source is Karl Jaberg (1908) Sprachgeographie. Presumably it also has its own source in “Jedes Wort hat seine Geschichte” at the beginning of the preface of Jakob Grimm (1819) Deutsche Grammatik I.

As a preceding study of this paper. Matsuda (1978) investigated remnant rates among old and young generations of glossaries compiled before the modern age in the Kyushu area, and ascertained the decline of many dialectal words. We can compare 3 time points, one being the time of compilation. The remnant rate of dialect vocabulary seemed to be decreasing at a constant rate. The summary graph is shown in Inoue (1985.2).
1.3 Survey method of “Hamaogi” data

The starting point of the data is “Hamaogi”, a dialect glossary of Tsuruoka compiled in 1767 (transliterated in Mitsuya 1932). Regarding the remaining vocabulary of “Hamaogi”, the first survey was conducted in 1950 for 3 generations (Kokuritsu Kokugo Kenkyujo 1953). The second survey was conducted on four generations in 2018. There are 27 survey points. Figure 1 shows a map of the survey area of the Shonai district. The mark • is for localities near railway stations, ▲ for localities in eastern hilly mountains, and ■ for other localities. All the dialect distribution maps were published as DASH (Inoue and Hanzawa 2019).
The following “Hamaogi” data is for 7 generations each about 20 years apart for a maximum difference of 140 years by birthyear. This data enables us to continuously study vocabulary changes over a long period of time. In this paper, we deal with all the words of all members and apply multivariate analysis to clarify the internal structure of the whole data.

1.4 Results of MCA: From regional to age differences

This study started from a research question of which is larger, the regional difference within one district or the 140-year age difference. The geographical size of the Shonai district of Yamagata Prefecture in the Tohoku region of Japan is 80km north-south, 50km east-west, and the birthyear difference of respondents is 140 years. In conclusion, age is the largest factor within the background (non-linguistic determinants) of standard language use (Inoue & Hanzawa 2021.2). The regional differences have diminished and changes have rapidly progressed. The pre-war generation was dominated by regional differences, but in the post-war era, standard language rapidly infiltrated and the age gap increased. The ultimate solution was obtained by applying multivariate analysis to the whole data. As a result of MCA (Multiple Corresponding Analysis) of all the data, the age difference was confirmed to be larger, appearing in axis 1. Then regional differences appeared as axis 2. On axis 2, the remnant rates along the north and south ends and the eastern mountains are conspicuous. In other words, a regional concentric distribution was captured. It was found that there is a large regional difference in the north-south direction on axes 3 and 4. The results of the multivariate analysis teach us much more than this. We tried to let the data talk, and grasped the overall picture of the whole results.
1.5 **Significance of this research**

This paper has the following features compared to conventional research.

1. The long-term age difference of 140 years was dealt with within the geographical distribution of one district.

2. Since we dealt with the words found in a dialect glossary from about 250 years ago, we can continuously observe the transformation of the dialect from pre-modern times.

3. Multivariate analysis was applied to comprehensively analyze all words of all respondents. Previous studies have succeeded in analyzing regional differences as aggregates. However, the results were rarely applied to the explanation of maps of individual dialect (forms).

   As a result, the following phenomena were observed.

4. By comparing the results of the multivariate analysis with individual dialect maps, many Figures were properly positioned with each other. It turned out that dialect forms that match slang and colloquial language in Tokyo can survive.

5. The apparent time of age difference does not straightforwardly reflect language changes. There is *late adoption* which looks similar to *age grading* wherein new words are adopted after adulthood (Inoue 2013.4, Inoue and Yamashita 2014).

6. As a result of applying multivariate analysis, it was found that the age difference of 140 years worked greatly. People who were born during WWII are the boundaries of a kind of language shift. Before WWII there was a large regional difference, but the age difference has become larger at present.

7. There is a large north-south difference in terms of regional differences, and many words are retained at both ends of the region. It shows a regional concentric diffusion from the central city.

8. Dialect classification and dialect division has been attempted by applying multivariate analysis like cluster analysis. However, in the case of the “Hamaogi” vocabulary of Shonai district the result did not show clear geographical cleavage. It may be due to the fact that this district forms one cultural unit. It may also be because the
analysis is based on lexicon. Phonology and grammar show distinct regional differences in the Shonai district (Inoue 2000.2).

9. MCA analyzes both dimensions of a matrix (of person and word). In analyzing the word dimension, characteristics of words were found to influence the destiny of those words. Coincidence with words in Tokyo is crucial and also usage in neighboring areas is influential (words distributed in small areas tend to disappear earlier).

2. Regional and age differences: eight representative words

2.0 “Age Pillar Map” of “Hamaogi” data

The order of description of this paper is from simpler to more complex to understand. In this section, eight representative words will be described individually according to the traditional dialectological procedure. We extracted four major types of patterns according to the results of multivariate analysis of overall distribution pattern. Two Figures for each word, a total of eight Figures will be shown. Also, the depth of commentary is deeper than most of the traditional dialect maps. In the past, discussion about relative year of change was based on the geographical distribution at the time of the survey. Unlike those surveys, this is a follow-up survey of words used in 1767, so the description has historical depth. We can see the usage in Tsuruoka (or Sakata) 250 years ago. In other words, it also gives a clue as to the absolute year of change (Inoue 2004.7, 2010.7). It is a traditional dialect study method to explain the distribution of individual words by showing them on maps. In this paper, we also refer to the analysis from §3 below and add cross references.

Pillars at 27 survey points were set up on the map of the Shonai district to display the dimension reflecting the 7 generations. We later learned that the same visualization technique had been applied in Germany (Mang & Wollin 2010), and we renamed it to “age pillar map”. Figures 2 to 9 show the eight representative “age pillar maps”. ■ is
“use”, Δ “hear”, × “do not know”. The location of the survey area in Japan is shown in the inset at the bottom right of the map.

2.1 Revival of colloquial “chikkoi” (age difference, axis 1)

The first example shows an impressive exceptional distribution. Figure 2 shows age-area distribution of the dialectal form chikkoi (standard chiisai) ‘small’. Compared to the first survey of the upper three generations of the pillar, the mark ■ (use) appears more frequently in the second survey of the lower four generations. Over the last 70 years or so, the colloquial (slang) expression chikkoi has become popular in Shonai. It is not standard Japanese, but colloquial Tokyo speech (Inoue 2000.2, Inoue & Hanzawa in press). Contrary to common sense, this Hamaogi form shows an increase in use (or revival of word before the modern age).

2.2 Spread of colloquial “yappashi” (age difference, axis 1)

In Figure 3 yappashi (yahari) ‘after all’, more usage is shown in the lower four generations of the second survey than in the upper three generations of the first survey. Colloquial yappashi has spread to various parts of Japan since the early 16c, and flowed back to Tokyo (Inoue 1998.1). Similar changes have progressed in the Shonai district. (These two words and about 20 words distributed near in Figure 19 are exceptional because they are still increasing despite being words from 250 years ago).
**Figure 2.** a *chikkoi* ‘small’

![Diagram of dialect areas and examples](image)

**Di alect Atlas of Shonai Ham ogi**

No.037  ちっこい CHIKKOI  
江戸 EDO:  ちさい CHISAI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>年齢</th>
<th>男</th>
<th>女</th>
<th>未調査</th>
<th>未回答</th>
<th>多重回答</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60 ± 1890</td>
<td><img src="use_icon" alt="使用" /></td>
<td><img src="use_icon" alt="使用" /></td>
<td><img src="unsurveyed_icon" alt="未調査" /></td>
<td><img src="no_response_icon" alt="未回答" /></td>
<td><img src="multiple_answers_icon" alt="多重回答" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 ± 1910</td>
<td><img src="use_icon" alt="使用" /></td>
<td><img src="use_icon" alt="使用" /></td>
<td><img src="unsurveyed_icon" alt="未調査" /></td>
<td><img src="no_response_icon" alt="未回答" /></td>
<td><img src="multiple_answers_icon" alt="多重回答" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 ± 1925</td>
<td><img src="use_icon" alt="使用" /></td>
<td><img src="use_icon" alt="使用" /></td>
<td><img src="unsurveyed_icon" alt="未調査" /></td>
<td><img src="no_response_icon" alt="未回答" /></td>
<td><img src="multiple_answers_icon" alt="多重回答" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 ± 1944</td>
<td><img src="use_icon" alt="使用" /></td>
<td><img src="use_icon" alt="使用" /></td>
<td><img src="unsurveyed_icon" alt="未調査" /></td>
<td><img src="no_response_icon" alt="未回答" /></td>
<td><img src="multiple_answers_icon" alt="多重回答" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 ± 1962</td>
<td><img src="use_icon" alt="使用" /></td>
<td><img src="use_icon" alt="使用" /></td>
<td><img src="unsurveyed_icon" alt="未調査" /></td>
<td><img src="no_response_icon" alt="未回答" /></td>
<td><img src="multiple_answers_icon" alt="多重回答" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 ± 1982</td>
<td><img src="use_icon" alt="使用" /></td>
<td><img src="use_icon" alt="使用" /></td>
<td><img src="unsurveyed_icon" alt="未調査" /></td>
<td><img src="no_response_icon" alt="未回答" /></td>
<td><img src="multiple_answers_icon" alt="多重回答" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 ± 2002</td>
<td><img src="use_icon" alt="使用" /></td>
<td><img src="use_icon" alt="使用" /></td>
<td><img src="unsurveyed_icon" alt="未調査" /></td>
<td><img src="no_response_icon" alt="未回答" /></td>
<td><img src="multiple_answers_icon" alt="多重回答" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3. b yappashi ‘after all’
Figure 4. c waniru ‘be shy’
2.3 Remnant of the old “c waniru” (regional difference, axis 2)

Figure 4 shows *waniru* (*hanikamu*) ‘to be shy’. The “Hamaogi” form was maintained in the vicinity of the southern tip and in the eastern mountain hills. This is a representative regional concentric distribution showing remnants in peripheral areas. But among the present younger generation, it has decreased in the whole area. This is similar to Figures 5, 6, 7 (d, e, f) in terms of showing regional concentric distribution.

2.4 Sakata word “d hocha” in the periphery (regional difference, axis 2)

Figure 5 *hocha* (*hocho*) ‘kitchen knife’ is annotated as a Sakata word in “Hamaogi”. According to Figure 5, it is no longer used in Sakata itself (except the youngest student among the survey respondents, who admitted usage), and is scattered mainly in the areas of eastern and southern peripheries.

2.5 Sakata word “e yami” in the periphery (regional difference, axes 3 and 4)

*Yami* (*tsuri*) ‘fishing’ is also annotated as a Sakata word in “Hamaogi”. In Figure 6, many elderly people use it in the north, but users are scattered in the periphery area in the south, showing a regional concentric distribution. Before modern times, Sakata’s *yami* had already shown a periphery distribution as an old form. After 250 years, it disappears from the vicinity of Sakata but remains in the elderly generation around Shonai district. It shows a residual, periphery distribution in the north and south. The distribution pattern is similar to Figure 4, *waniru*. About 10 or so words show similar distribution. We can calculate approximate speed of diffusion to be less than 1km per year (Inoue 2003.7, 2010.7).

2.6 Periphery residual of “f tenokoppa” (regional difference, axes 3 and 4)

Figure 7 *tenokoppa* (*tenokou*) ‘back of the hand’ shows a marked decrease. *tenokoppa* was found mainly among respondents of the first survey in the northern part
and southern periphery of this area (Inoue 2001.2, 2009), but mostly disappeared in the second survey.

2.7 Decline of “g danma” near Tsuruoka (regional difference, axes 3 and 4)

Figure 8 danma (otedama) ‘beanbags, jackstones’ are found mainly in the southern half of Shonai and also among the elderly. It once spread near Tsuruoka, but then faded among the respondents of the second survey due to pressure from the standard language otedama. (About 20 or 30 words show similar distribution according to Figure 19).
Figure 5. *d hocha* 'kitchen knife'
Figure 6. *e yami* 'fishing'
Figure 7. 1 tenokoppa ‘back of the hand’
Figure 8. g danma ‘beanbags, jackstones’
Figure 9. h *ketogi* 'cockscomb'
2.8 Rapid standardization of “h ketogi” (age difference, axis 1)

The age difference of ketogi (keitou) ‘cockscomb’ in Figure 9 is remarkable. Almost all generations answered “use” in the first survey, but in the second survey, only a part of the elderly people use it near Sakata and Tsuruoka. It is not inherited by the generations below it. It is one representative of about 300 words (according to Figure 19) with large age difference without showing any clear geographical tendency.

3. Regional and age differences: entire “Hamaogi” vocabulary

3.1 Remnant rate of all 406 vocabulary items

In traditional dialect geography, individual words were described as shown above. In the last quarter of 20th century, dialectometric research that numerically grasps and analyzes the words as a whole became popular. We will perform this procedure in §3.

Figure 10 shows the combined average remnant rate or usage rate of all 406 items in an “age pillar dialect map”. On the map, 27 pillars each show the age difference in remnant rate. Responses of “use” were set to 1, while “hear” were set to 0.5, and “don't know” to 0, and the remnant rate was subdivided in 20 steps in 5% increments. Increments exceeding 80% are represented by solid black symbols while those falling short of 79% are represented by non-solid symbols with more white. Below the legend on the left of the figure, 14 pie charts show the average remnant rate by gender and seven age groups. The black part of the pie is the Hamaogi remnant rate. Symbols are whitish for the younger generation, that is, the remnant rate is low. This shows that after the generation born around 1944 (the elderly in the second survey), the decline suddenly progressed.

The blacker the symbol of each person at each survey point, the greater the remnant rate of Hamaogi vocabulary. As a whole in Figure 10, the age difference is conspicuous, the symbols are darker in the upper generations, and lighter in the modern
younger generation at the lower end of pillars. Age differences are observed at all points, but at each point, the order is not orderly and individual deviation can be detected.

Geographically, there are many dark-colored individuals at the southern end. Basically, the difference between north and south is large, but the remnant rate is also large in the north and along the east mountains in addition to the southern end. Although some individual differences can be seen in this figure, the map of the average value for each survey point shows a high remnant rate in the old-fashioned remote areas (Hanzawa 2021), and shows a regional-scale concentric distribution.
The “age pillar maps” are effective for showing regional differences and age differences in detail in one figure. Before we made the comprehensive map in Figure 10 with the remnant rates, we had browsed over 400 maps and although we noticed some
distribution patterns, we could not grasp the major tendency. It can be seen from Figure 10 that the age difference is large. This can be further summarized in Figure 11 by taking up eight representative words (a to h) instead of all words.

The regional differences within the Shonai district are not distinctive. Fourteen words of Sakata dialect were recorded in “Hamaogi”, but the regional differences within Shonai were not retained in the first and second surveys. As for the approximately 400 words of “Hamaogi”, a clear dialect border within the region cannot be drawn.

3.2 Age group remnant rate of eight words

The data above are composed of a matrix of dimension of words and dimension of person. The two dimensions will be summarized separately in the following sections. First, the dimension of person will be analyzed. Figure 11 shows the average remnant rate of a set of eight representative words divided into 7 age groups. The thick dotted lines a and b show an exceptional increase in the younger generation. Other words are declining in the younger generation. The dotted lines c and d and the thick lines e and f are at the bottom, which had already declined in the first survey, have decreased further in the second survey. The solid lines g and h show rapid decrease.

![Figure 11. Age differences: eight representative words](image_url)
In the first survey on the left, the differences among the eight words were large, but in the second survey on the right, the two extremes are conspicuous. In particular, there are only small differences between words in the generations born after 1962. It was possible to summarize the age difference in remnant rate across eight age pillar maps with this one graph.

3.3 Scattergram of all respondents by age

Regarding the dimension of person, the geographical summary was shown in the comprehensive map of Figure 10 and by generation in Figure 11. Furthermore, the values of all respondents will be shown in relation to age more precisely. Figure 12 shows respondents’ age and remnant rate in a scattergram. The horizontal axis faithfully represents the birthyear of each respondent. The vertical axis represents the remnant values of 406 words for each respondent. Although it is falling to the right as a whole, it can be seen that there is a large dispersion (individual difference) in the middle generations.

Figure 12. Age and remnant rate
The approximate straight line can be extended back and forth, and mathematical formulas can be calculated. 100% corresponds to 406 words in 1788, a little later than 1767 when “Hamaogi” was compiled. It will become 0% in 2051, which is about 30 years from now. One generation from now, the “Hamaogi” vocabulary may disappear. However, some words will survive as described later (§5.1). The linguistic change is not linear but forms an S-shaped curve (Aitchison 1991, Sankoff 2006, Inoue 2020.2), and it is possible that the rate of 0% will be delayed to the 22nd century, especially because some Tokyo colloquial words are included in the data.

4. MCA of “Hamaogi”: Geographical and age differences

As mentioned above, we started from observation of individual vocabulary items and proceeded to comprehensive consideration. The simple tabulations were shown by arithmetic calculation, and the overall tendency of the whole was grasped. For further investigation to grasp the internal structure of the data as a whole, application of multivariate analysis is appropriate. In §4, the internal differences are analyzed by applying the multivariate analysis based on the overall trends above. A two-dimensional analysis of the word dimension and the person dimension is possible, and in §4, we will focus on the dimension of person (region, age). The relationship between the dimension of person and the dimension of word, the focus of §5, is two sides of a coin in the multivariate analysis.

4.1 MCA and geographical result

MCA, or Multiple Correspondence Analysis was applied to the data. MCA, also referred to simply as “Correspondence Analysis” has been applied to nominal (as opposed to continuous numerical) variable data in the European research. MCA is equivalent to Hayashi 3 (Hayashi’s Quantificational Theory Type 3) which had been developed independently in Japan after the War (Hayashi 2004) and had been used in Japanese dialect research for a long time (Inoue 1996.10, 2001.2, Yarimizu et al. 2004, Ueda &
MCA and Hayashi 3 are similar in principle to the classic Factor Analysis which is applied to numerical data. These techniques are similar in essence with VARBRUL developed in the US (Gorman 2009, Singler 2001).

MCA was applied to the data of 372 respondents, out of the 374 whose data was obtained from the two surveys in 1950 and 2018, except for 2 who had many missing data. The answers for all 406 words were recoded into binary data of “use or not”, and a 372 x 406 data matrix was created. The “R” “corresp” function was used for the analysis. Below, we will proceed with the analysis based on the results of the four axes produced. The correlation coefficients of the four axes are shown in Table 1. The values of the axes 1 and 2 are large, and these two explain more than two thirds of the set of dialect forms.

For each axis, a word score and a respondent score are given. Below, the scattergram shows the word and respondent values from axis 1 to axis 4.

By applying MCA, we were able to capture the tendency of distribution and change of dialects, and summarize complex patterns. Based on this, it is appropriate to consider axes 1 and 2, produced by MCA, in combination, and then the axes 3 and 4, in order to show the age and geographical distribution patterns. Below, we will compare the results with the patterns observed in the eight representative words introduced above. The conclusion of the meaning, i.e. the tendency, of the four axes is shown in Table 1 for easier understanding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Correlation coefficient</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Tendency</th>
<th>Representative words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>axis 1</td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td>Age difference</td>
<td>Increase in youth</td>
<td>a b / c d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>axis 2</td>
<td>0.276</td>
<td>Regional difference</td>
<td>Concentric distribution</td>
<td>c d / h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>axis 3</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>Regional difference</td>
<td>North-Center contrast</td>
<td>e f / g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>axis 4</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>Regional difference</td>
<td>North-South contrast</td>
<td>e f / g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 a. chikko 'small'; Figure 3 b. yappashi ‘after all’; Figure 4 c. waniru ‘be shy’
Figure 5 d. hocha 'kitchen knife'; Figure 6 e. yami ‘fishing’; Figure 7 f. tenokoppa ‘back of the hand’
Figure 8 g. danma ‘beanbags, jackstones’; Figure 9 h. ketogi ‘cockscomb’
Table 1. Meaning of the four axes
In MCA, the numerical value of the axis is given for each sample (respondent). In this section, we will look at age and regional differences. First the differences by age of the sample scores for each of the axes 1 to 4 are shown in the line graph of Figure 13. It shows the age differences in remnant rate over 7 generations and nearly 140 years at intervals of about 20 years.

In Figure 13, the bold line **axis 1** shows a large age difference, and words that are increasing in the younger generation are sorted out (negative values are words that are common in the elderly). The words reflected in this axis are “Hamaogi” forms that have been in existence for 250 years. This most important axis shows a good correspondence with the 7 generations, which means that there is a large age difference in the whole data. (In Figure 14 below, there are few regional differences.) The age difference of **axis 2** (the thin line) is small, becoming slightly larger in the youngest generation. (In Figure 15 regional differences are noticeable.) The age difference of the broken line **axis 3** is large, but it shows the opposite direction to axis 1 and takes a large negative value in the young generation. Most of the positive values are in the elderly in the second survey. (In Figure 16 the north has a positive value and the southern half has a negative value.) The age difference on the dotted line **axis 4** is rather large, lower in the middle and higher in the younger generation. (In Figure 17 the northern half is positive and the southern half is negative.) Axes 3 and 4 are interpreted to show the “Hamaogi” words that remain in the north.
In summary, data with intervals nearly 140 years show a large age difference. Due to the research based on the dialect glossary compiled before modern times, the age difference between the late 19th century birth and the 21st century birth was conspicuous; the spread of modern Japanese and the standard language after the war worked strongly. In the conventional glottogram surveys, words with geographical difference within the region were often selected, so the regional difference was noticeable. The surveyed words in “Hamaogi” are based on a dialect glossary focusing on the difference between former Edo (Tokyo) and Shonai, so the vocabulary was selected based on a large-scale, colorless, objective and general criterion, different from traditional small-scale geographical research. This valuable information shows steady language change over 250 years, or a quarter millennium.
4.3 Axis 1 Sakata vs. Tsuruoka

Above, we have seen a large-scale trend in the line graphs by age group. Below, regional differences among the respondents will be analyzed. The resulting values of the multivariate analysis are displayed on the map as the average value for all the 27 survey points. The axes 1 to 4 are shown in separate maps. Figure 14 shows the geographical distribution of the axis 1. All are positive values, and Sakata is the largest, Tsuruoka the smallest. (According to Figure 13, axis 1 showed a clear age difference.) This axis shows that usage of “Hamaogi” words is still increasing among young people. Commercial port city Sakata leads the trend, and administrative old castle city Tsuruoka is the last in using colloquial forms. Returning to Figures 2 and 3, the number of young users is increasing in all areas. (According to Figure 19 below, the effect of “a chikko” and “b yappashi” is great.)

![Figure 14. MCA person score axis 1](image)

4.4 Axis 2 Tsuruoka centered concentric circle

As for the axis 2 in Figure 15, large positive values are found in and around the southern part of the district, and eastern mountains also show positive values. The northern and central plains show negative values. It is a regional concentric distribution
centered on Tsuruoka, and old words remain in the surrounding mountainous areas (it was flat in the age graph in Figure 13). (In Figure 19 described later, “c waniru, d hocha” was separated in axis 2.) Returning to Figures 4 and 5, the regional concentric distribution around Tsuruoka is shown in the north and in the southern tip.

Figure 15. MCA person score axis 2

Figure 16. MCA person score axis 3
4.5 Axis 3 North-Center contrast

In Figure 16, axis 3 shows clear contrast between the north and the rest. The northern part shows a positive value, indicating the “Hamaogi” words that remain in the northern part. Large negative values are observed near Tsuruoka, so this axis should be interpreted as showing a contrast between the north and the center. (In the age graph in Figure 13, the peak was in middle age). “e yami”, “f tenokoppa” is representative. (Both are plotted upper left in Figure 19 below, and upper right in Figure 20 which picked up the exceptional distribution pattern.) In Figures 6 and 7, they remained in the north and south, showing a regional concentric distribution. It is a continuous distribution with “c, d” in Figure 15.

![Figure 17. MCA person score axis 4](image)

4.6 Axis 4 North-South contrast

As shown in Figure 17, axis 4 also shows north-south contrast. The northern part has a positive value, the southern part a negative value. Small port town Kamo stands out on the negative side. Kamo was an important town for providing fish to Tsuruoka. The north-south difference is so clear-cut that we may draw an isogloss between Sakata area vs. Tsuruoka area. The border line is near Mogami River (Figure 1), which divides the
Shonai district into kawa-kita ‘river north’ and kawa-minami ‘river south’ in lay people’s perception of dialects, but they do not coincide exactly. It is rather near the border line between two commercial areas of competitor cities Sakata and Tsuruoka. The border line is almost the same distance from the two cities. Thus, axis 4 can be interpreted as showing a north-south contrast. (In the age graph of Figure 13, it decreases in middle age). Axis 4 picked up the exceptional patterns of axes 1 and 2. (According to Figure 20, “e yami”, “f tenokoppa” was representative again on the positive side. On the negative side, “g danma” is found near Tsuruoka.)

4.7 Summary of the 4 axes: A North-South contrast

In the above, the values of axes 1 to 4 for each individual in the multivariate analysis were graphed by age group and mapped for each survey point. The appropriateness of interpretation was confirmed by comparing with the axis value for each word and by comparing with the individual “age pillar maps” shown in §2. As shown in Table 1, axis 1 shows age differences, and axes 2, 3 and 4 show regional differences. In summary, the main geographical trends of the Shonai district can be concisely approximated by a north-south contrast and especially by distance from the cultural center, Tsuruoka. We will simplify the 2-dimensional earth surface into one dimension using distance from Tsuruoka as the criterion in Figure 21.

5. MCA of “Hamaogi”: Difference by word

5.1 Word difference and eight medical conditions

The dimension of words will be dealt with here. As could be seen from the eight representative words, there are differences among the trends each word follows. From the above analysis, it was found that the age difference is large in the data as a whole, followed by the regional difference. We will here analyze the age differences. By focusing
on age differences (and abstracting or ignoring the regional differences), each word can be displayed by a single line. The 420 words of the questionnaire (406 words, if the words from Sakata were not separated) were arranged in the order of the remnant rate and divided into eight levels. In parallel with the vitality of language (or pathology of endangered languages), they were metaphorically named as follows: 1 dying, 2 critical, 3 serious, 4 bedridden, 5 absolute rest, 6 unstable, 7 stable, 8 healthy. 50 words were allotted to each category except 1 dying, which was allotted 70 words.

The eight graphs are shown from Figure 18-1 to Figure 18-8. The overall pattern can be grasped, though the dialect label in the legend are hard to read. The dialect labels with ■ are words which are used as colloquial speech in Tokyo, and those with ● (also shown by red lines) are eight representative words discussed above. The vertical axis of each graph shows the usage rate, the upper end being 100%. The horizontal axis shows age, the left is the elderly in the first survey, and the right is young, junior high school students in the second survey.
Figure 18-1. Generation and eight conditions: dying
Figure 18-2. Generation and eight conditions: critical
Figure 18-3. Generation and eight conditions: serious
Figure 18-4. Generation and eight conditions: bedridden
Figure 18-5. Generation and eight conditions: absolute rest
Figure 18-6. Generation and eight conditions: unstable
Figure 18-7. Generation and eight conditions: stable
A continuous pattern is observed when seen in the order from 8 to 1. This order partly reproduces the historical process of decrease of vocabulary. The patterns of the graphs of eight medical conditions almost match internally within each graph and show a downward-sloping curve. A rapid decline in dialect over 140 years is displayed, but there are words showing exceptional (increasing) curves in the middle. In the graph of “1
dying”, “Hamaogi” forms are hardly used even among the elderly respondents in the first survey born around 1890. In “2 critical” and “3 serious”, “Hamaogi” forms are disappearing, forming bundles. In “4 bedridden” “Hamaogi” forms are already on the decline in the three generations of the first survey. One word chikko ‘small’ is increasing exceptionally. In “5 absolute rest”, “6 unstable”, rapid decline in the middle generation is more conspicuous, but there are miscellaneous movements and there are some words that indicate increase. In “7 stable” most of the words show decline after the generation of birthyear around 1962. Yappashi ‘after all’ and some others show exceptional increase. In “8 healthy” many words were used vigorously in the first survey, but the lines show a sudden rapid decline in the fourth generations of the second survey, showing rapid standardization among the youth. Here, many words with ■ can be found.

Looking at the 7 generations within the eight graphs, the three generations of the first survey on the left half show small generation differences, and the four generations of the second survey on the right half show large generation differences. The rankings of the first and second surveys changed significantly. There were several patterns, such as words that were rapidly lost in elderly people in the second survey and words that were recently lost in junior high school students in the second survey. This corresponds with the diversity of the age difference curves in Figure 13 above.

This type of observation was possible by making use of simple arithmetic calculation and several studies have been done in the past.

5.2 MCA axis 1: age difference

In the following, the dimension of words from the MCA will be analyzed. In order to grasp the meaning of the axes, the axis value for each word is handled. Axes 1 and 2 are combined and plotted in Figure 19. In analyzing the words in order to examine the meaning of the axes, the distribution in each dialect map is the ultimate clue, and the summary line graphs of age in Figure 18-1 to Figure 18-8 are also convenient clues. The eight representative dialect maps in §2 are useful as representatives of words following the same trend. The alphabet labels of the eight representative words shown in Figures 2 to 9 (a to h) are added. We can also make use of the relationship with the result of person
(region, age) in §4. We put marks for eight medical conditions (or vitality) (§5.1) in the center positions of the plotted 406 word.

Figure 19. MCA axes 1 & 2 north-south difference

■ 8 healthy, ● 7 stable, ○ 6 unstable, △ 5 absolute rest,
% 4 bedridden, × 3 serious, - 2 critical, • 1 dying
Figure 19 shows a horseshoe shape as a whole. From the experience of applying multivariate analysis, main general forms are plotted in the top part of the horseshoe close to the origin, and various distributions of the minority usage are scattered in the remote deviated parts. The results of multivariate analysis become usually dispersed in the case of a small number of responses.

As a whole, the combination of axes 1 and 2 corresponds with the eight medical conditions shown by marks. Healthy words with dark marks are plotted in the lower right, and words of slim marks with serious medical conditions are scattered in the upper left. The horizontal axis 1 has a weak relationship with the medical condition, but healthy majority are plotted on the right (that is, words used by the younger generation), and weak minority are plotted on the left (used by the elderly). The vertical axis 2 arranges the majority healthy forms below and the minority weak forms above.

Let us take a closer look. “8 ■ healthy” and “7 ● stable” are plotted in a line at the bottom right. Figure 18-1 and Figure 18-2 suggest that their age peaks are various. “6 ◊ unstable” and “5 △ absolute rest” are plotted linearly from right to lower left. Figure 18-3 and Figure 18-4 suggest that there may be peaks somewhere between old and young depending on the word. The “4 % bedridden” are plotted in a strip near the origin. “3 × serious” are plotted within a small area above the origin. “2 - critical” and “1 . dying” are scattered over a wide area on the upper left.

Looking at the distribution of the eight representative words in Figure 19 shown by large letters, “a chikkoi” and “b yappashi” are plotted on the right (axis 1 plus side) and “c waniru” and “d hocha” are plotted in the upper left corner (axis 2 plus side). At the bottom left (minus side of axis 1 and minus side of axis 2), “h ketogi” is plotted. “f tenokoppa”, “g danma” and “e yami” are plotted on the left-hand side. From this, it can be inferred that horizontal axis 1 is related to the age difference and to the spread among the younger generation. This is consistent with the observation in §4 that axis 1 reflects age differences. In Figure 19, the right “a chikkoi” and “b yappashi” are the words prevalent among younger people, and the left “c waniru” and “d hocha” are the words used by elderly people. The order of remnant rate described in §5.1 is similar to the
arrangement from the positive side to the negative side of axis 1 from MCA. Axis 1 showed the difference in age, but the words that are often found in the younger age group are naturally higher in the older age group because this is the follow-up survey of the old dialect glossary. Therefore, **axis 1** can be interpreted as representing age peaks of remnant rate (from the words that are common to all age groups to the words that remain only in the elderly).

When the maps of about 400 words were arranged in the order of values of axis 1, they showed not only age differences but also a historical process of diffusion. Approximately 400 words were arranged in the order of the MCA’s axis 1, and movement in a set direction was observed. They showed a continuous movement like a movie or a video, and showed what the array of words in Figure 19 represents.

1. The old process of “Hamaogi” forms spreading from Tsuruoka to the whole of the Shonai district,

2. then the process of spreading of other word forms,

3. the process of “Hamaogi” forms remaining in distant peripheries,

4. the process of increasing age difference due to rapid standardization, and remaining among the elderly.

In short, we were able to present the process of the decline of old dialect and the development of standard language in a reconstructed form. When the maps of about 400 words were arranged in the order of remnant rate, continuous movement was observed. They exhibited how multivariate analysis is processed. It can be presented on slides for oral presentations at academic conferences. Since Kumagai (1993), many videos have been presented.

In the word dimension, a few notable exceptional words such as “a chikkoi” and “b yapashi” were found that continue to increase in modern times. If we look at the 50 words that are still healthy in Figure 18-8, we can see the words that will continue to be used in the future. Some of the “Hamaogi” forms survive. The key is their matching with the colloquial speech and slang of Tokyo (Inoue 2000.2, 2020.2), as shown by ■ in Figures 18-6 to 18-8. On the other hand, words related to pre-modern life and culture had already disappeared in the elderly of the first survey as shown in Figure 18-1. Also, compared to the nationwide dialect distribution, words with a narrow geographic
distribution only in the Shonai district declined quickly (Inoue, & Hanzawa in review). Words limited to Yamagata Prefecture are also disappearing. However, the words that are widely distributed in the Tohoku region and eastern Japan have survived. To see the fate of each word, it is necessary not only to look at the survey results of Shonai district, but also to position them in the distribution of Japan as a whole (Hinskens 1998).

Figure 20. MCA axes 3 & 4 north-south difference

■ 8 healthy, ● 7 stable, ◇ 6 unstable, △ 5 absolute rest, % 4 bedridden, × 3 serious, -2 critical, 1 dying
5.3 MCA axis 2: regional distribution

On the other hand, vertical axis 2 of Figure 19 is considered to be the district internal classification of dialects by geographical distribution. The marks for the eight medical conditions show a close relationship, with dying and critical words taking large positive values, and healthy stable words taking negative values. Thus, axis 2 can be interpreted to show an inverse relation to vitality or vigorousness of “Hamaogi” forms.

“c waniru” and “d hocha” are plotted in the upper left, taking large positive values and indicating their scattered remnant distribution in the north. “e yami”, “f tenokoppa” and “g danma” are plotted in the left half, and also show scattered distribution mainly in the north. It can be inferred that the words showing regional concentric distribution have been gathered here. Returning to Figures 4 and 5, concentric distribution is shown, as we saw in §4. (They show large values on the axes 3 and 4 in Figure 20.) In contrast, “h ketogi” which is plotted on the top of the horseshoe distribution in lower left showed prominent age differences and almost no geographical differences.

5.4 MCA axes 3 and 4: North-South difference

Next, we will consider axes 3 and 4. Reviewing §4, axes 3 and 4 show a pattern in which old words remain in the north due to a contrast between the north and the rest. In Figure 20, the horizontal axis is axis 3, and the vertical axis is axis 4. Most words are heavily concentrated around the origin. Words with large absolute values (with special, various distribution) are scattered in all directions. In the upper right corner (both the axes 3 and 4 are plus), there are “e yami” and “f tenokoppa”. They were distributed to the north (Figures 6 and 7). In the lower left corner (both axes 3 and 4 are minus), there is “g danma” which is used in south (in Figure 8). The two axes both show the north-south difference. (“f tenokoppa” does not take large values in Figure 19 below, and are buried in many words in the lower left. It was extracted as a sub-class on the axes 3 and 4.)

Axes 3 and 4 characterize words which did not show specific tendencies in axes 1 and 2 of Figure 19. Many words concentrated in the middle of Figure 20 do not show a
characteristic tendency. Of the remaining five words, “a chikkoi”, “b yappashi” and “h ketogi” are largely concentrated at the upper left of the origin (in Figures 2, 3 and 9 they spread to the whole area). “c waniru” and “d hocha” are mixed among many in the upper right corner of the origin (in the north in Figures 4 and 5). Since “g danma” is a special distribution pattern, a large negative value was shown for axes 3 and 4 and plotted in the left bottom. Other words plotted in the lower left of Figure 20 are used near Tsuruoka and show a similar geographical distribution pattern. In Figure 20, “h ketogi” was buried among many, near the origin. The fact that there are many words around this in Figures 19 and 20 indicates that there are many words having similar distribution. The size of the age difference and the rapid development of standard language throughout Shonai are suggested. As a result of applying the MCA in §4, it was found that the age difference was large.

We will examine the relationship with the eight medical conditions (or vitality) using the markers in Figure 20. As a whole, healthy words were plotted near the origin and words with severe medical conditions were plotted in peripheries as concentric circles. “8 ■ healthy”, “7 ● stable” lump near the origin. “6 ◊ unstable”, “5 △ absolute rest” are plotted around them. “4 % bedridden” is mostly in the upper right. “3 × serious” is mostly in the lower left. “2 - critical” and “1 . dying” are scattered over a wide area. This is because the number of answers is small. The axes 3 and 4 subdivide the words distributed at limited areas, and the upper part is the north and the lower part is the south.

5.5 Summary of word forms

Above, we have considered the characteristics of each word. Based on the results of MCA, we picked up eight words that exhibit representative geographical and age distribution. It was confirmed that eight words concisely represent the entire tendency of 406 words. The words plotted nearby in Figures 19 and 20 show similar geographical and age distributions in the age pillar maps. It was also possible to comprehensively position the entire 406 words in Figures 19 and 20. It was thus found that the arrangement of
words by the values given by MCA faithfully correspond to the geographical and age distribution in the dialect map.

In conclusion, the meaning of the axes (Table 1) can be summarized by contrasting with the individual age pillar maps above. **Axis 1** corresponds to age difference. The positive side reflects the colloquial or slang forms of Tokyo, often found among the younger generation. The negative side is a pattern displayed by the declining words remaining only among the elderly. **Axis 2** corresponds to regional differences, showing concentric distribution within the Shonai district. This is a pattern of “Hamaogi” forms being pushed away by other forms and kept to places where traffic is inconvenient. It can be interpreted that this geographical decline process has been a major trend in dialects since pre-modern times. **Axes 3 and 4** are for further detailed analysis of small regional differences between the north and south.

### 5.6 Age difference

The ultimate conclusion of MCA is the large age difference. The age difference of 140 years worked and whole data showed a rapid decline curve. In the past, regional differences were conspicuous within the Shonai district. At present, the difference between generations stands out as the district internal difference in the Shonai district. The “Hamaogi” words are rapidly lost. The large age difference is not only due to the regional (small) scale of Shonai district. In Japan as a whole, there is a large age difference of over 100 years from the LAJ informants (born at the end of the 19th century) to current children who were born more recently (Inoue 2020.2, 2020.12). It can be said that language standardization in Japan is just a short distance from completion.

### 5.7 Possibility of regional concentric distribution

Looking at the distribution pattern of the entire Shonai district, newer forms spread from Tsuruoka and Sakata, diffused to the north and south, and the words 250 years ago remain in the surrounding peripheral areas. As a result of examining the MCA results by the geographical distribution of individual words, it was possible to interpret that a
double concentric distribution at the regional level was established under the nationwide concentric distribution (Inoue 2000.2). If one of the north and south of the regional distribution is missing, the north-south difference results, so both (regional concentric distribution and north-south contrast) are continuous. It is the same as Japan as a whole.

The regional distribution of Shonai can be interpreted metaphorically to be a microcosm of the Japanese archipelago. The administrative city Tsuruoka is Tokyo and the commercial city Sakata is Osaka (Tobishima island is Okinawa). Just as in LAJ, there was a contrast between Tokyo and Kyoto-Osaka (Inoue 2010.12), and in Shonai there was a contrast between Tsuruoka and Sakata.

Instead of a single decline of the “Hamaogi” forms, there were four changes. One is vanishing without alternatives: e.g. words for pre-modern tools and customs (Inoue 2013.12), the other is replacement by alternative forms, most of which are standard language forms (Inoue 2008.5), the third is new dialect forms and the last is old dialect forms kept because of match with Tokyo colloquial. Before the overwhelming power of the standard language, regional dialect forms became powerless, but the new dialect forms were born even after modern times (Inoue 1993.2, 2016.8).

6. Discussion: from geography to generation

6.1 Make data talk about internal structure

In this paper, we proceeded from the consideration of individual dialect maps to synthesis by multivariate analysis. All words of all respondents were subjected to multivariate analysis to clarify the internal structure of the data: the dimension of person and the dimension of word. 250 years have passed since the compilation of “Hamaogi”, and we tried to grasp the age difference in dialect usage spanning 140 years and the regional difference in Shonai district as a whole. The age difference of 140 years is larger than the regional difference of about 80 km north and south distance of the Shonai district. Application of multivariate analysis showed that the general pattern changed
from regional difference to age difference due to standardization. As for the regional differences, diffusion of dialect from the central city and its remaining in the surrounding areas were confirmed.

6.2 From regional to age differences in simplified glottogram

Walking distances from Tsuruoka to 27 survey points in premodern feudal ages were calculated on the basis of an old map in Feudal ages (1861) making use of “curvimètre”, and 27 survey points were arranged by the order of distance, thus constituting a “simplified glottogram”. These simplified glottograms were found effective in showing overall trends of dialect differences, though geographical locations cannot be shown faithfully. Examples for the eight representative words in §2 are used in Inoue & Hanzawa (in press).

The general trend in the data discussed in this paper is presented in a simplified glottogram of Figure 21. The horizontal axis represents age and the vertical axis represents geography. The basic data is a little different from Figure 10. Responses of “use” were set to 1, while “hear” and “don't know” were set to 0, and the remnant rate was subdivided in 10 steps in 10% increments. Increments exceeding 50% are represented by solid black symbols while those falling short of 49% are represented by non-solid symbols with more white. The survey points are arranged from north to south according to walking distance on the basis of an old map. This figure shows local concentric distribution. In the 19th century, the old Hamaogi forms remained in the south and north ends of the research area, showing a difference from the center, through which new phenomena had been diffusing. In the 20th century, especially after WWII, the remnant rates became smaller and the regional differences diminished. Instead, generational difference became conspicuous. Regional differences will further diminish in the 21st century, mainly because of the rapid spread of standard language.

As for the dimension of person, there was a rapid standardization in the generation born in the 1940s. This time-point is similar to the result of four surveys of language standardization in Tsuruoka (Yoneda 1997, Inoue 2010.1, 2020.12). However, the standardization of pitch accent was delayed (Yokoyama et al. 2018). The standardization
of grammar has also been delayed, and the spread of new dialect was observed. Regarding the time of change based on age difference, it is necessary to consider a wider area which includes Shonai. (Note that factors such as the subtle differences among different types of Hamaogi forms and the spread of new dialect forms are omitted from Figure 21.)

Figure 21. Simplified Glottogram of remnant rate
The basic tendency of the regional difference in the Shonai dialect is the north-south contrast observed in axes 2, 3 and 4. However, since the difference is a continuum and has no fault lines, it is almost impossible to set dialect boundaries based on vocabulary. The geographical and age distribution of each word indicates a continuum. From a different perspective, the many Figures as a whole showed the overall tendency of change and diffusion. The change progresses gradually, including the random process, depending on the word and depending on the person.

Let us review the above results from a different viewpoint. The 140-year generation gap, together with the 1950 three-generation survey and the 2018 four-generation survey, was analyzed. The result of multivariate analysis gave a different value from the usual glottogram of the linear region with age difference (time depth) of about 60 years. Since the geographical spread was also investigated, the "age pillar map" can be interpreted as a 3D (three-dimensional) glottogram (or multi-layered dialect map).

From an extralinguistic point of view, factors such as interaction with the central city, transportation routes, industrial structure, and the movement of inhabitants are important. Even for residents at the same location, many more factors should be taken into account, including age, gender, occupation, geographical/social activity, social network, status attribution etc. Furthermore, as personal psychological factors in interaction, the scale of accommodation, identity and belief also influence dialect use. However, it is difficult to extract the functions of other factors in the population with large geographical and age variations. In order to prove without a doubt, objective analysis with strict control of other conditions is necessary. The Tsuruoka Survey (Yoneda 1997, Yokoyama et al. 2018) is the most suitable for this research, and it is necessary to carry out related research.

6.3 Time-space model

The major trend in the data discussed in this paper is concisely visualized in Figure 22. The horizontal axis represents time and the vertical axis geography. This time-space model or age-area model can be applied to nationwide spread of standard language in
Japan, and also in many nations in the world. It can also be applied to the spread of English language all over the world.

![Time-space model of dialect change](image)

**Figure 22. Time-space model of dialect change**

### 6.4 Dimension of vocabulary

With regard to the dimension of vocabulary, more than 400 words were analyzed at once. Thanks to the application of multivariate analysis for all survey items, it was possible to process all the words as groups rather than treating them separately. There was a big difference according to age, but we also found words that young people continue to use today and words that are increasing now, rather than simply having a simple continuous decline between young and old. Words that match the colloquial speech and slang of Tokyo will survive.

If we look at the process of linguistic change for each word, the semantic field, the time of disappearance of the real object, the frequency of use, the scene (or domain) of use, size of distribution area etc. will affect their use. Adding information such as semantic field and national distribution to the words in the survey data can reveal general principles applicable to other regions (Inoue & Hanzawa 2021.4).
6.5 Continuum of language change

In this paper, the continuum of the Shonai dialect is clarified. Clear boundaries or fault lines were not found for regional differences (Figures 14-17) or age differences (Figure 12). It can be considered that the change progressed and diffused at an almost constant rate for 250 years in the entire Shonai district. Even when the multivariate analysis was applied, no significant difference was sorted from inside the data. However, historically, there are periods of rapid change and periods of gradual change, and it is commonly accepted that there are areas with large dialect differences and areas with small dialect differences.

Let us review the data with that perspective. If we assume that there is a certain law or rule, the exception become visible. In Figure 18, the graph was divided into eight medical conditions. Of these, 50 items of eight medical conditions showed a process in which Hamaogi forms were rapidly lost in the younger generation of the second survey. The Hamaogi forms that kept life until recently are no longer used by the youngest population. A diglossia should be postulated for this area. In the past, the “High” standard language and the “Low” dialect were used properly according to domains. Now, the process of becoming monolingual of the “High” standard language is observed among young people. In other words, the decline of dialect and the spread of standard language do not always progress at a constant rate. Depending on the time, the words of a group can change all at once in a group in a certain area. Of the 250 years since the compilation of Hamaogi, there must have been a rapid disappearance of vocabulary due to lifestyle changes since the modernization of 1868. The 140-year data in this paper changed significantly in response to changes in lifestyle during the economic growth period of the 1970s. Especially, the spread of television had great significance. The change in pitch accent in Nagano Prefecture is related to the spread of television. The major changes in the generation born in the 1940s, in wartime (Figure 12), are worthy of reassessment. However, we do not think standardization happened all over the country at the same time. Until recently, the northern part of the Tohoku region was said to be a “dialect mainstream society”. It is also believed that the standard language gradually diffused from the vicinity of Tokyo according to the railway distance (Inoue 2010.7).
Regarding vocabulary, there was a regional difference corresponding to the railway distance in LAJ (informants born in the 1890s), but the regional difference almost disappeared nationwide in junior high school students (born in the 1980s) (Inoue 2020.2). At some point there was a dialect decline process. A large-area glottogram survey will serve as a clue. We hope new data by age in each region will be collected. Slow diffusion is observed according to the distance (Inoue 2003.7), i.e. the double concentric circle theory holds (Inoue 2016.8. p.87). The “cascade model” from city to medium city applies (Labov 2002) and Christaller's central place theory of geography is also applicable.

6.6 Future of dialect and dialectology

The analysis by age group reveals the dialect usage patterns of modern youth. On the basis of these dialect words, we can predict the future. New dialect forms have been created in Tsuruoka and Sakata, which are also influenced by the prefectural capital Yamagata City. This new dialect can be a regional dialect levelling (Hinskens 1998, Kerswill 2003). Moreover, the close relationship between dialect, geography and society was deduced above. This “Hamaogi” survey enhances the status of Tsuruoka for fixed-point observation both by expanding the survey area and by historically extending to 250 years in the past since the compilation of the dialect glossary. Research on social dialects, dialect geography, and glottograms addressing the Shonai district has been accumulated.

The linear glottogram had the disadvantage that the distribution and diffusion of the two-dimensional earth surface cannot be captured. This study tried to overcome this, and examined the entire Shonai district as a surface to add to the age difference. This analysis has made it possible to elucidate the mechanism of the decline of dialect vocabulary and the progress of new dialect and standard language.

This survey did not take into account situational use or bidialectalism. However, the “Hamaogi” survey questionnaire also has another column for the actual usage of words, and entries of multiple word usage is observed. We will soon analyze these entries. This will allow consideration to be given to difference by domains. Regarding modern bilingualism and diglossia, the language shift among immigrants usually occurs from the
1st to the 3rd generation. Emotional return to the ancestral language among the 3rd generation is also reported. An attempt to divide the historical status of Japanese dialects into “eradication, description, and entertainment” (Inoue 1997.10, 2011.1) can be regarded in parallel with the language shift from the 1st to the 3rd generations. There is a dialectal revival movement. The concrete examples are the economic utilization of dialects as shown by dialect landscape and dialect souvenirs (Inoue 2012.1). These examples are also observed in the Shonai dialect.

By faithfully representing individual answers in “age pillar maps”, we were able to study the relationship between words and humans, and the underlying psychology, geography, society, and economy. Dialect geography was denounced in the past as atomistic because of its limited viewpoints. It was rarely positioned within the broad perspective of the humanities and social sciences. In order to approach the general theory, it is necessary to comprehensively deal with a large amount of data and grasp the big overall trends. One such method is to simplify complicated phenomena and find rules, tendencies and principles. The multivariate analysis adopted in this paper is one realization of this.
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